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Ford kept track of the various parts and castings in its inventory by assigning each item its own
unique alphanumeric identification number. These numbers provide a lot of information to
those who are familiar with what the numbers mean. The unique identifier is a series of numbers
and letters that are put in a specific sequence, and the location of the digit determines what that
digit designates. Information commonly provided by part numbers includes the decade during
which the part was designed or manufactured, the year of the decade the part was designed or
manufactured, the car line the part was originally designed for, the engineering department
originally responsible for the design, the basic part number, and the changes made to the
original design. What can be confusing about these numbers is that a part designed for one
year might actually be used for several years, or a part designed for one car line might be used
on other lines as well. For instance, a part originally designed for a Ford could often be found
on a or model Thunderbird, Mercury, or Lincoln as well. It is actually quite common to find parts
originally designed for Thunderbirds on Lincolns, and Falcon parts on Mustangs. In order to
spread out the costs of designing and manufacturing a part, Ford used parts on different
models. The Ford part number on the box shown at left is on the top line: B8AA. Other
information indicates it was an Engine Engineering Division design, weighs 9 pounds, provides
information on the quality control inspection, and the date packed. This basic wheel was used
on Thunderbirds from While it was possible to use a wheel from a Thunderbird on the rear of a
Thunderbird, that wheel would not fit on the front wheels, and as such was unacceptable for use
as a spare tire. In , the Thunderbird received a new front disc brake design, and with it a new
wheel, listed at right. Note that this wheel assembly is no longer a Thunderbird design, but was
initiated for Ford vehicles. The size, hole, and bolt circle are all the same, but this particular
wheel has additional identification markings with a "V" stamped into the metal and yellow paint
to designate its offset. Let's break down the Ford part number on the box shown at left:. It
should be noted that the SW number also identifies this part correctly, and is an additional
reference number used by Ford and its suppliers. It is also a unique number, and changes due
to specific equipment options on a given vehicle. According to the parts book, this switch fits a
Ford Thunderbird with tilt steering wheel. There were multiple revisions to this switch, so there
is a notation that I. Markings E, F, G or H as the suffix digit at the end of the part number are
also applicable. This could mean revisions to the part or multiple manufacturers supplying the
part to Ford. Note that this switch was originally designed for the Mercury Division, due to the
"M" as the third digit in the part number. This indicates the part was originally designed for a
Mercury, and illustrates how parts crossed over from one line to another, across divisions, and
the equipment provided on a particular vehicle often determined that different parts were used.
This series of numerals denote the actual part description, i. It is possible a letter or two may
also appear within the series of numerals. The basic part number is still the same, however if
the alphabetical letters are disregarded. Normally an alphabetical letter, with the original design
being designated by the letter "A". A first revision to the original design would normally be
noted with a "B", although sometimes this digit identifies a completely different component,
even though the basic part is the same. For instance, different engine displacements and
designs. Parts finished in different colors can be identified by their suffix numbers as well. It
should be noted that Ford part numbers are divided into two main categories: engineering part
numbers and service part numbers. When a part is first designed, engineering assigns it an
alphanumeric part number, such as C5SZA. If the part is later completely redesigned, a new part
number is assigned to it by engineering, to differentiate between the two parts, for instance
C8AZE. Both are wheel assemblies, but they have very different applications. When the part is
released as a service part, the service part number assigned to the part is likely to initially be
the same as the engineering part number. Small revisions that don't affect compatibility - such
as a change in suppliers - usually result in the suffix changing on the service part number to
indicate the design change level. Service part numbers are normally listed on the packaging the
part comes in, whether it be a box, plastic bag, envelope, sleeve, tube, etc. If the part doesn't
normally have a package, a label is affixed to the part itself with the service part number. This is
why sometimes the part inside the package will have a different suffix showing on it. The part
itself bears the original engineering part number, while the box shows the service part number,
which represents the different suppliers. Often the change in design or suppliers reflected by
the alpha character suffix is to address a reliability or quality issue. So, if you could choose
between identical parts, one with an "A" suffix and the other with a "B" suffix, the "B" is usually
the best choice. While parts marked with "B" or a suffix that indicates a change would normally
fit and work the same as the same part with an "A" suffix, you can't always replace a "B" or "C"
suffix part with an "A" part, even though they are basically the same. This could be due to the
other components around this part not being compatible with the original "A" suffix part. Boxed
kits sold to dealers may have multiple part numbers on the various components inside the box,

and the number on the box itself will be completely different than that of any parts inside the
box. The easiest way to discern if a part is a factory original or service replacement part is to
check the fourth digit of the part number. If it's a "Z" it is a Ford Service Replacement part,
indicating it has been changed in service during the life of the vehicle. Some parts may include
a date code indicating when the part was manufactured. Date codes are located in various
areas, and are normally comprised of 3 or 4 digits. We'll say the part number prefix indicates the
decade is the 's, so 9A21 is decoded as being built on January 21, Yes, we checked And
sometimes, the date code can be stamped in the wrong order, as in the example shown above.
We're going to guess that the "79C" code should have really been "9C7" which would designate
a casting date of March 7, , which would be a correct date for that particular part. Decode Ford,
Lincoln, and Mercury part numbers, casting numbers, engineering and service parts, and date
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Quick Start Manual. VCM II. We have thousands of new and used Ford tractor parts for the
earlier models built from to Other common parts for the 3-point lift are available such as lower
lift arms, adjustment arms, hydraulic lift cylinders and pistons, hydraulic rockers, and rockshaft
arms. Also cooling parts such as Ford 8N radiators, Ford water pumps, along with fan shrouds.
You are in the right place for Ford and tractor spindles and front axles. Ford tractor steering
gearboxes and parts along with power steering cylinders, power steering conversion kits,
steering wheels, and power steering pumps for Ford , Ford , Ford 8N, and Fordson Dexta
tractors are all found on the section of brokentractor. New parts such as the complete Ford , , , ,
, , , 4-Cylinder , 4-Cylinder power steering pump kits that include the pulley, reservoir, hoses,
and belt are now in stock. Also check our low prices on Ford tractor engine parts such as 8N
manifolds, engine governors, oil pumps, cylinder heads, crankshafts, mufflers, flywheels, and
cam shafts. We also carry the Ford , , and 8N air cleaner assemblies. New Ford tractor
carburetors are in stock and ready to ship to anywhere in the United States or Canada.
Restoring your old Ford tractor? Check our restoration quality sheet metal choices such as
hoods, grills, fenders, decals, bumpers, tool boxes, running boards, hood emblems, and battery
trays. Call us for used Ford tractor parts at Our experienced staff is ready to take your order and
help you with any of your Ford Tractor Parts needs. If you have any questions, call our
customer support line today. Also, don't forget! Steering Parts. Fuel System. Electrical Parts.
Hydraulic Lift. Sheet Metal and Misc Parts. Front Axle Parts. Transmission and Rear End. Wheel
and Rims. Repair Manual. Paint Connect Get the latest updates on new products and upcoming
sales Email Address. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience
on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. Stevens would stop along his travels
and buy old Ford and Farmall tractors. He would bring them back home and begin to work on
them in his shed. Russell Stevens then founded Stevens Tractor in Russell knew small farm
equipment would be ideal for the weekend gardener or small farmer. We began fabricating small
farm equipment under the name Choctaw. Along with manufacture of the small farm equipment
we also offered new finish mowers such as Big Bee, Landpride and Woods. We sold rotary
cutters from many suppliers over the years such as Big Bee, International, Hico Howse,
Sidewinder, Kodiak and many more. Hay balers such as Vermeer and disc mowers such as
Vicon and PZ were visible as you drove on highway 71 just north of Coushatta. Along with the
tractors, small farm equipment and hay cutting equipment, we stayed very busy with tractor and
equipment parts. With the development of a major Interstate soon to come near our town, Mr.
Stevens knew that traffic would soon slow down on highway This small town business would
begin to develop a customer mailing list and mail out flyers offering tractor repair manuals for
many brands of tractors including Allis Chalmers, Case, David Brown, Ford, International, John
Deere and Massey Ferguson. The mail order business continued to grow and we offered many
parts for the Ford 9N, 2N and 8N such as engine overhaul kits, water pumps, radiators, brakes,
tune up kits, manuals, filters, hydraulic parts, grills, fenders, seats and more. Not only the Ford

tractors but also the Farmall and Internationals such as the Cub, , , and many more. The
Stevens Ag Parts catalog was born and offered all the equipment, equipment parts, tractors and
tractor parts. The original size of the tractor parts catalog was 11 x 14 and all the equipment and
tractor parts images were cut out of books and pasted onto the pages then sent to the press.
Still offering tractor parts for the same brands of tractors, the Allis Chalmers, Ford,
International, Farmall, John Deere, Massey Ferguson, Long and Zetor tractor parts would
increase in variety and parts availability. We now offer parts for all the compact tractors such as
the Hinomoto, Iseki, Mitsubishi, Bolens and Satoh. The growing demand for compact tractor
parts has been an area we have grown in obtaining engine parts, clutch kits, water pumps,
hydraulics and steering parts for these hard to find compact tractors. Of course, Yanmar made
the engines in the John Deere tractors for many years and we are still able to get most of those
parts. We offered a compact tractor parts catalog back in , but have not published another one
since. The farm equipment and equipment parts catalog has also grown in variety of rotary
cutter blades, bolts, tailwheels, tailwheel forks, gearboxes, drivelines, disc mower blades, belts,
hay baler teeth, wheel rake teeth for many models such as John Deere, Gehl, Vermeer, Sitrex,
Rossi, Tonutti, Otma, New Holland, Massey Ferguson, Deutz Fahr, PZ, Zweeger, Case, Ford,
International, Pollard and others. The farm equipment catalog also offers sickle mower parts,
sprayer parts such as Hypro pumps, Spray wands by Spraying systems Teejet, PTO sprayer kits
and spot sprayer booms to name a few. Gardening parts like cultivator sweeps, cultivator tines,
disc hillers, disc hiller blades, cultivator clamps, cultivator parts for those old International
cultivators, disc blades, disc axles, disc bearings for most size tandem and garden disc. Planter
parts are included in the farm equipment catalog for models like the Covington TP46 planter, the
Cole Powell 12 MX planter and the Multiflex planter. Lastly, you will find a large variety of three
point hitch parts in the farm equipment catalog such as top links, easy hitches, drawbars, pins,
leveling boxes, stabilizer bars and arms, adjustable side links and PTO couplers, PTO adapters,
and over running clutch or coupler parts. Stevens Tractor is in the business of keeping tractors
and farm equipment moving forward on and off the field. Stevens tractor also offers Ford tractor
parts for the , , , , and the newer New Holland models. Our mission is to offer one of the most
extensive collections of both common and hard-to-find tractor parts and farm equipment parts.
We want to offer all our customers a way to reach out to us so here are just a few ways: Email
us at sales stevenstractor. When you call us you will get a live person on the phone, no
recording or need to press a button to reach someone! We thank all of our customers past,
present and future for the opportunity to serve you. May God bless you. Featured Categories.
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down the block, Big Book of Tractors uses close-up photographs to show what makes tractors
go and how they use amazing attachments to plow, plant, and harvest their way across fields.
This fun book is sure to capture any child's young imagination. For ages 3 to 8. Study and
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and analysis; Simple, practical poker tips and advice that will immediately show you results at
the table; Both conservative and aggressive poker play, and when to change gears; Early, mid
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